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Abstract The goals of this study are to analyze the effects of data pre-processing meth-
ods for sentiment analysis and determine which of these pre-processing methods
(and their combinations) are effective for English as well as for an agglutinative
language like Turkish. We also try to answer the research question of whether
there are any differences between agglutinative and non-agglutinative languages
in terms of pre-processing methods for sentiment analysis. We find that the
performance results for the English reviews are generally higher than those
for the Turkish reviews due to the differences between the two languages in
terms of vocabularies, writing styles, and agglutinative property of the Turkish
language.
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1. Introduction

Also known as opinion mining, sentiment analysis is a natural language processing
task that tries to extract sentiment-expressing features and determine the polarity of
a review document as “positive,” “negative”, or occasionally “neutral”. A sentiment
analysis for a review document captures the author’s opinion, judgment, or emotion
of the entities covered in the text. Therefore, it can have many useful applications like
opinionated web searches and the automatic analysis of reviews [22]. In particular,
sentiment analysis allows us to know what other people think about such entities as
products, services, and companies so we can make informed decisions.

Sentiment analysis is essentially a text-classification process, since the main steps
(like data pre-processing, feature selection, and classification) are also applied to
sentiment analysis. However, sentiment classification is different from the traditional
topic-based classification in that it requires different techniques to select sentiment-
-expression features in order to sort the review documents into different polarities.

Studies about sentiment analysis have been increased recently due to its wide
range of applications in business. However, most of these studies focus on the use
of different approaches for feature selection and classification [1, 2, 12, 18, 20, 22–24,
27,28]. There is still a lack of comprehensive studies on data pre-processing methods,
particularly for different languages [1, 5, 14, 19, 24, 28]. In this study, our aim is to
investigate the effects of data pre-processing methods (including stemming, stop word
removal, and punctuation removal) on the accuracy of sentiment analysis for review
documents. In the topical classification of text, stemming as well as the removal
of stop words and punctuation marks are usually applied to reduce the feature size
and improve the classification accuracy. However, punctuation marks and stop words
may be important in sentiment analysis, as they can be used to express sentiments.
We also want to study the effects of stemming for review documents from English
and an agglutinative language like Turkish. To our knowledge, there is currently no
study that performs a detailed analysis of the pre-processing methods for Turkish
and compares the results with the English results. Therefore, our study should be
useful for researchers who work on the text processing of agglutinative languages.

The Turkish language belongs to the Altaic branch of the Ural-Altaic family
of languages and is mainly used in the Republic of Turkey. The Turkish alphabet
is based on Latin characters and has 29 letters, consisting of 8 vowels (a, e, ı, i,
o, ö, u, ü) and 21 consonants (b, c, ç, d, f, g, ğ, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, ş, t, v,
y, z). Turkish is an agglutinative language similar to Finnish and Hungarian, where
a single word can be translated into a relatively longer sentence in English (as shown
in Table 1 [9]). In such a morphologically rich language, the structure of a word
carries a lot of information such as the part of speech, modality, tense, person and
number agreement, polarity, case, and voice. In addition, a new word can be formed
by adding a suffix to a stem. For example, göz (meaning “eye”) + -1IK = gözlük
(“spectacles”) + -CI = gözlükçü (“optician”), or göz (“eye”) + -CI = gözcü (“guard”)
+ -1IK = gözcülük (“being a guard”). Some suffixes can also appear recursively in
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the same word: e.g., göz-lük-cü-lük (“the profession/business of an optician”). Thus,
when stemming is applied, the meaning of a word can be changed, which can decrease
the performance of a sentiment analysis of Turkish reviews.

Table 1
Two example single-word sentences in Turkish with English translations

Turkish Morphological analysis English meaning
Duyamazsın hear-Caus-Abil-Neg-Pres-P2sg (You) can/may not hear
Karşılaştırmalısın compare-Caus-Oblig-P2sg (You) must make (something)

compare

In this study, we use three different supervised machine-learning techniques:
Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM), Support Vector Machines (SVM), and C4.5 de-
cision tree classifiers to examine the effects of pre-processing methods for sentiment
analysis. NBM is based on probabilities, while SVM is based on data selection – both
of which are widely used for sentiment analysis [2,12,23,27]. C4.5 is another classifier
that is especially used for web document classification [18,23,27]. Movie and product
review data sets (namely, books, DVDs, electronics, and kitchen appliances) in both
the English and Turkish languages are used in our experiments. We also apply our
proposed feature selection method (QER), which was especially developed for senti-
ment analysis to remove irrelevant and noisy features and to improve classification
accuracy [24].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes related
works and lists the contributions of this study. Section 3 describes the data sets, classi-
fiers, and feature-selection methods used to evaluate the data pre-processing methods.
Section 4 discusses the experimental results, and Section 5 ultimately concludes the
paper.

2. Related work

There are a number of studies about sentiment analysis that have used different ap-
proaches for data pre-processing, feature vector construction, feature selection, and
classification [1, 2, 18, 22–24, 27, 28]. Data pre-processing may contain such tasks as
punctuation removal, case normalization, stop word removal, and stemming. Fea-
ture vector construction commonly uses bags-of-words and represents features such
as weighted vectors for documents. In the classification phase, supervised or un-
supervised methods are used. In the supervised methods, a classifier is trained by
documents with known class labels. After that, the classifier is used to predict the
classes of test documents that have yet to be seen. The unsupervised methods use
a lexicon to compute the polarities of texts.

Most researchers apply supervised learning techniques because they can be
automatically trained and improved through training data sets. Pang, Lee, and
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Vaithyanathan [23] implement supervised text classification methods (namely, Naïve
Bayes (NB), SVM, and Maximum Entropy Modeling (MEM) classifiers) and select
features based on n-grams and different term-weighting methods: term frequency and
term presence weighting. They find that uni-grams with the term presence weighting
method perform better than the other combinations. According to the experiments
performed on movie reviews, they find that SVM performs the best, with an accuracy
of 82.9% using three-fold cross validation.

Some researchers investigate the effects of pre-processing methods for sentiment
analysis. For example, Duwairi and El-Orfali [14] examine the effects of pre-processing
methods for Arabic reviews. They evaluate the performance of their pre-process-
ing methods using three text classifiers: NB, SVM, and KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors).

Sentiment analysis has been studied extensively, but most of the works have
been specific to the English language. Recently, sentiment analysis has also become
active for Turkish researchers. Table 2 gives a summary of the related works for
Turkish reviews. As can be seen, only a few researchers investigate the effects of
data pre-processing for the sentiment analysis of Turkish reviews. As Turkish is an
agglutinative language, the related works listed in Table 2 consider the effects of
stemming only. When extracting features from the data set, it is a common practice
to eliminate all punctuation marks [15]. However, as pointed out by Devitt and
Ahmad [13], certain textual features such as lexical, syntactic, and punctuation marks
also contribute to the meaning of the text.

Table 2
Summary of related work on the sentiment analysis of Turkish reviews

References Data scope Pre-processing Text classification
Erogul [15] movie Stemming (on/off) SVM
Kaya et al. [16] political news Stemming (on/off) NB, ME, SVM
Cetin et al. [10] tweets Stemming (on/off) NB, CNB, SVM
Demirtas et al. [11] movie, product Stemming (off) NB, SVM
Sevindi [25] movie Stemming (on/off) NB, KNN, C4.5

Stopwords(on/off)
Akba et al. [3] movie Stemming (on) NB, SVM

To the best of our knowledge, only Kaya et al. [16] study the impacts of keeping
punctuation marks as a textual feature in Turkish reviews. Some researchers remove
all of the stop words to reduce the feature sizes [15]. However, Kaya et al. [16]
choose to keep stop words because they believe that many stop words can carry
sentiments. Also, stemming is used to reduce the feature sizes in most of the research
[3, 10, 11, 15, 16, 21, 25]. Erogul [15] examines the effects of stemming while using
n-grams as features and SVM as the classifier. He obtains the maximum F -measure
(85%) with a spellchecking method without stemming. Kaya et al. [16] also examine
the use of the roots of words as features with NB, SVM, and MEM classifiers but
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find that there is no significant differences in the results. Sevindi [25] investigates
the effects of stemming using NB, SVM, C4.5, and KNN, but the performance is
decreased.

As can be seen in Table 2, previous researchers have investigated the effects of
stemming and stop word removal separately, and they generally removed the punctua-
tion marks. The contributions of our study can be summarized as follows: we analyze
the combined effects of stemming, stop word removal, and punctuation marks for both
Turkish and English reviews and try to determine which pre-processing combinations
should be used for the sentiment analysis of Turkish and English reviews. To reach
our goal, we consider all possible combinations of the options for data pre-processing
and test them against multiple data sets (such as movie reviews and product reviews)
in both Turkish and English using three machine-learning algorithms so we can ex-
amine their interactions with different classifiers and languages. We also apply our
proposed feature-selection method and list the most valuable punctuation marks and
stop words for the Turkish and English data sets that can be useful for sentiment
analysis.

3. Materials and methods

In this section, we explain the data sets, pre-processing methods, classifiers, and
performance evaluation measures used for our experiments in detail.

3.1. Data sets

We use movie and product review datasets in Turkish and English. The Turkish
movie review dataset [25] is collected from beyazperde.com and is comprised of 1057
positive and 978 negative reviews. The Turkish product review datasets are collected
from hepsiburada.com by Demirtas and Pechenizky [11]. They consist of four
categories about books, DVDs, electronics, and kitchen appliances, and each category
has 700 positive and 700 negative reviews. Table 3 summarizes the general statistics
of these five Turkish review datasets.

Table 3
General statistics of Turkish review data sets

Movie DVDs Electronics Book Kitchen

reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews

Number of reviews 2035 1400 1400 1400 1400

Total words 80,777 45,469 52,716 47,647 46,273

Avg. characters/word 5.92 5.99 6.0 6.06 6.0

Avg. words/sentence 16.92 14.18 13.61 14.07 13.0

Avg. words/document 39.69 32.48 37.65 34.03 33.05
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The English movie review dataset is introduced by Pang and Lee [21] and is com-
prised of 1000 positive and 1000 negative reviews collected from rottentomatoes.com.
The English product review datasets are collected from amazon.com by Blitzer et al. [7]
in four categories: books, DVDs, electronics, and kitchen appliances, each consisting
of 1000 positive and 1000 negative reviews. Table 4 summarizes the general statistics
of these five English review datasets.

In Tables 3 and 4, we can observe that the numbers of samples in the English and
Turkish datasets are almost the same; however, the numbers of words in the Turkish
datasets are fewer than in the English datasets, as Turkish is an agglutinative language
where one word can express one sentence in English. Therefore, the average characters
per word in the Turkish data sets are greater than those in the English data sets.

Table 4
General statistics of English review data sets

Movie DVDs Electronics Book Kitchen

reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews

Number of reviews 2000 1400 1400 1400 1400

Total words 1,329,753 238,192 155,422 246,387 131,814

Avg. characters/word 4.48 4.32 4.19 4.48 4.13

Avg. words/sentence 18.59 18.12 15.71 18.68 15.03

Avg. words/document 664.88 170.14 111.02 175.99 94.15

3.2. Data pre-processing methods

Data pre-processing in sentiment analysis is the process of preparing the text for clas-
sification. In this study, the pre-processing steps include tokenization, punctuation
removal, stop word removal, stemming, and document vector construction. Tokeniza-
tion is a crucial procedure of splitting a text into meaningful units called tokens.

For each token obtained, we apply case normalization; then, we consider whether
to keep the punctuation marks or not, remove the stop words or not, and perform the
stemming or not, giving us a total of eight combinations for the data pre-processing.
For punctuation marks, we identify a total of 13 patterns that may be useful for
sentiment analysis, which are summarized in Table 5 (along with explanations and
matched examples). Other punctuation patterns are eliminated to reduce our feature
size.

For stemming, we use the Turkish morphological analyzing tool Zemberek [4] and
the Porter stemmer with NLTK [6]. Zemberek is commonly used in Turkish language
studies [3, 10, 15, 16, 25]. It is a publicly available open-source program and contains
java libraries that can be embedded in an application code. Some words are left
without any changes if Zemberek cannot find their roots.
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Table 5
Punctuation patterns used in our experiments

No. Explanations Examples
1. All tokens starting with colon :) :)) :)))

and one or more closed parentheses
2. All tokens starting with colon :( :(( :(((

and one or more open parentheses
3. All tokens starting with equal sign =) =)) =)))

and one or more closed parentheses
4. All tokens starting with equal sign =( =(( =(((

and one or more open parentheses
5. Sequences of at least two periods .. ... ....
6. Sequences of at least two exclamation marks !! !!! !!!!
7. Sequences of at least two question marks ?? ??? ????
8. Single period .
9. Single comma ,
10. Single exclamation mark !
11. Single question mark ?
12. Single colon :
13. Single semicolon ;

We use Python with NLTK [6] in our experiments. We extract features by using
the eight pre-processing combinations, and then we use the term frequencies of all
features in each review document to construct the feature vectors. We use only uni-
gram features, as they tend to have better performance than n-grams for sentiment
analysis [2]. For the feature vectors, we use the bag-of-words representation which is
commonly used for text classification.

3.3. Classifiers

We use three machine-learning algorithms for text classification (NBM, SVM, and
C4.5) since they have different characteristics and have been used widely for sentiment
analysis and text classification [2, 12, 18, 23, 27]. More specifically, we use the NBM
classifier for the Naïve Bayes Multinomial, Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)
classifier for SVM, and J48 classifier for C4.5 in the Weka Data Mining Toolkit [26].
A linear kernel is set with the SMO algorithm, as we have high-dimensional feature
space. We conduct five-fold cross validation for all of our experiments.

3.4. Performance evaluation

Precision and Recall are two basic performance evaluation measures for text clas-
sification. Precision (P ) is the percentage of correctly classified documents over all
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documents with respect to a particular class. Recall (R) is the percentage of the num-
ber of correctly classified documents over the total number of documents in a given
class. The F -measure is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall [26]
and is a widely used composite measure for text classification (which is given in
Equation 1).

F = 2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R

(1)

3.5. Feature selection

We also apply our feature-selection method, which was developed especially for senti-
ment analysis [24]. In this method, we rank the features according to their probabil-
ities in the positive and negative instances of the review datasets. The ranking score
for feature f is computed as in Equation 2:

scoref =
pf + qf
|pf − qf |

, (2)

where pf and qf are the probabilities of feature f in the positive and negative in-
stances, which are computed as in Equations 3 and 4, respectively.

pf =
dff

+ + 0.5

n+ + 1.0
(3)

qf =
dff

− + 0.5

n− + 0.5
(4)

In the above equations, dff
+ and dff

− denote the document frequencies of feature f
in the positive and negative instances, respectively, and n+ and n− are the numbers of
instances in the positive and negative classes, respectively. We add small constants to
the numerators and denominators in Equations 3 and 4 to avoid zero probabilities (as
it is done in Lidstone smoothing). For each extracted feature in a dataset, we compute
its ranking score according to Equation 2 and select the top n features to eliminate
noisy or irrelevant features before they are used to classify the review documents.

4. Experiments and results

In this section, we show the effects of the different pre-processing and classification
methods so we can determine the best combinations for the Turkish and English
review documents. We also apply feature selection to improve the accuracy of the
classification and list the best stop words and punctuation marks for the sentiment
analysis of review documents.

4.1. Performance of data pre-processing methods

After tokenizing the text into words (along with case normalization), we consider
whether to keep punctuation marks (PN=yes/no), remove stop words (SR=yes/no),
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and perform stemming (ST=yes/no), giving us a total of eight combinations for the
data pre-processing. After we apply the eight pre-processing combinations to each of
the datasets, the numbers of the features extracted are listed in Table 6.

Table 6
Numbers of features extracted for each combination of data pre-processing methods

for Turkish (TR) and English (EN) datasets

Preprocessing Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen

methods no. of features no. features no. features no. features no. features

No. PN SR ST TR EN TR EN TR EN TR EN TR EN

1 no yes no 18,339 38,418 10,298 17,895 11,131 17,272 10,711 8622 9247 7732

2 yes yes no 18,352 38,424 10,309 17,906 11,140 17,283 10,721 8634 9258 7742

3 no yes yes 6078 24,961 3577 120,125 4161 12,196 3664 5888 3223 5242

4 yes yes yes 6091 24,967 3588 12,023 4170 12,207 3674 5900 3234 5252

5 no no no 18,565 38,863 10,500 18,295 11,334 17,663 10,901 8998 9436 8066

6 yes no no 18,578 38,869 10,511 18,306 11,343 17,676 10,911 9010 9447 8076

7 no no yes 6236 25,354 3718 12,376 4303 12,542 3803 6242 3361 5547

8 yes no yes 6249 25,360 3729 12,387 4312 12,553 3813 6254 3372 5557

We test all eight combinations of the data pre-processing on the three chosen
classifiers (NBM, SVM, and J48). The classification results for the Turkish review
datasets are presented in Tables 7 through 9. For each dataset and classifier, the best
F -measure value is marked in bold.

Table 7
Classification results of data pre-processing methods for Turkish review datasets using NBM

classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen

No. reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews

1 0.8208 0.8044 0.7799 0.8117 0.7650

2 0.8213 0.8089 0.7828 0.8103 0.7683

3 0.7522 0.7665 0.7227 0.7974 0.7558

4 0.7593 0.7708 0.7271 0.7933 0.7607

5 0.8258 0.8324 0.7928 0.8147 0.7767

6 0.8248 0.8317 0.7957 0.8155 0.7762

7 0.7588 0.8085 0.7474 0.8086 0.7637

8 0.7652 0.8107 0.7468 0.8071 0.7640
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Table 8
Classification results of data pre-processing methods for Turkish review datasets using

SVM classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen
No. reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews
1 0.8043 0.7760 0.7138 0.7678 0.7410
2 0.8039 0.7798 0.7116 0.7671 0.7450
3 0.7429 0.7190 0.6721 0.7382 0.7099
4 0.7532 0.7206 0.6657 0.7359 0.7128
5 0.8132 0.7960 0.7327 0.7764 0.7364
6 0.8161 0.7955 0.7320 0.7707 0.7407
7 0.7497 0.7630 0.7113 0.7409 0.7227
8 0.7533 0.7639 0.7085 0.7444 0.7170

Table 9
Classification results of data pre-processing methods for Turkish review datasets using

J48 classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen
No. reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews
1 0.6850 0.7020 0.6684 0.7060 0.6710
2 0.7097 0.6966 0.6642 0.7021 0.6733
3 0.6753 0.6910 0.6407 0.6996 0.6577
4 0.6913 0.6820 0.6428 0.6956 0.6607
5 0.7018 0.7020 0.6929 0.7221 0.6691
6 0.6954 0.7019 0.6886 0.7371 0.6647
7 0.6771 0.7010 0.6857 0.7128 0.6757
8 0.6861 0.6979 0.6914 0.7107 0.6678

As can be seen in Tables 7 through 9, the best results are all obtained with the
NBM classifier for each dataset. The best pre-processing combination may change for
each classifier and dataset; however, the best pre-processing combinations are 5 and 6
for all of the datasets and classifiers. Among the results presented in Tables 7 through
9, it can be observed that Combination 6 with NBM produces the best results for the
DVD and electronic review datasets; however, for the movie, book, and kitchen review
datasets, it is Combination 5 and NBM that give the best results. Combination 6
is the most conservative since it essentially retains all of the features in a dataset
by keeping all punctuation patterns and stop words and not performing stemming.
Combination 5 differs only in removing all of the punctuation patterns. The most
aggressive method is Combination 3, where removing the punctuation patterns and
stop words and performing stemming actually shows the worst performance for most
of the datasets.
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By examining the punctuation patterns in Table 5, we can see that some patterns
such as happy and sad faces, exclamations, and question marks may carry meanings
for sentiments, but other patterns such as periods, commas, colons, and semicolons do
not seem to express sentiments. Accordingly, we also try to keep some punctuation
patterns while removing others, creating three more combinations (where 61 keeps
Patterns 1 through 4 and 6 through 7 in Table 5, 62 keeps all patterns in 61 plus
Patterns 10 through 11, and 63 keeps all patterns in 62 plus Pattern 5). The classifi-
cation results for these combinations along with those for Combinations 5 and 6 are
given in Table 10. As can be seen, the performance remains mixed: for some datasets,
the new combinations are helpful, but Combination 6 is still the best for others. To
see the impact of these pre-processing methods, we conduct a univariate ANOVA
analysis for all of the combinations in Table 6; these results show that there are no
significant differences among these methods at a 95% confidence level. This leads us
to conclude that we should generally treat punctuation patterns as regular features
and let the feature-selection methods do further cutting if needed, since different sets
of punctuation patterns are helpful for different datasets.

Table 10
Classification results of additional data pre-processing methods for Turkish review datasets

using NBM classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen
Combination reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews

61 0.8269 0.8324 0.7928 0.8148 0.7767
62 0.8259 0.8324 0.7928 0.8148 0.7767
63 0.8244 0.8302 0.7943 0.8155 0.7759

Also observed in Tables 7 to 9 is the fact that Combinations 5 and 6 perform
better than the other combinations. This indicates that keeping the stop words and
not performing stemming are desirable for the sentiment analysis of Turkish reviews.
Stop words are typically identified manually, and some lists are longer than others. We
create our Turkish stop word list according to our datasets. Similar to the case for the
punctuation patterns, our results indicate that keeping the stop words helps us achieve
better performance no matter if the stop word list is long or short. A detailed analysis
shows that some common stop words can actually express sentiments such as “what”
in “what a performance,” “too” in “too small,” and “not” in “not quite interesting.”
In addition, the decrease in the performance of Combinations 6 through 8 suggests
that stemming can hurt the classification performance as well. This is possibly due
to the agglutinative property of the Turkish language. Compared with other works,
Kaya et al. [16] and Sevindi [25] only consider some pre-processing tasks and show
that there is a decrease in performance when stemming and stop word removal are
used. Similarly, Erogul [15] shows that stemming makes no significant improvement.
The results presented in our study also confirm these results.
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For the English review datasets, a similar process was followed; the results among
all classifiers and across all combinations for the data pre-processing are included in
Tables 11 through 13. One thing that is different from the Turkish datasets is that, for
the English review datasets, SVM produces the best results for the movie, electronics,
and kitchen review datasets, while NBM is the best performer for the DVD and book
review datasets. Across all combinations, however, the best results fluctuate between
Combinations 5 and 6, indicating that we should also keep punctuation patterns and
stop words and not perform stemming for the English review datasets. This confirms
the observations made in Pang et al. [23]. Also different from the Turkish reviews,
the statistical analysis indicates that there are significant differences among the pre-
processing methods for the English reviews at a 95% confidence level. However, the
post-hoc analysis shows that there is no significant difference between Combinations 5
and 6.

Table 11
Classification results of data pre-processing methods for English review datasets using

NBM classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen
No. reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews
1 0.8064 0.7441 0.7845 0.7628 0.7928
2 0.8039 0.7497 0.7796 0.7643 0.7871
3 0.7650 0.6787 0.7328 0.6957 0.7171
4 0.7620 0.6795 0.7343 0.6949 0.7207
5 0.8199 0.7597 0.7879 0.7657 0.8014
6 0.8129 0.7619 0.7836 0.7629 0.8099
7 0.7800 0.6915 0.7514 0.7193 0.7557
8 0.7740 0.6996 0.7521 0.7143 0.7521

Table 12
Classification results of data pre-processing methods for English review datasets using

SVM classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen
No. reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews
1 0.8364 0.7393 0.7548 0.7613 0.8021
2 0.8374 0.7421 0.7534 0.7591 0.8014
3 0.7575 0.6745 0.6946 0.6991 0.7293
4 0.7560 0.6791 0.6946 0.6948 0.7285
5 0.8485 0.7499 0.7663 0.7834 0.8157
6 0.8480 0.7485 0.7649 0.7856 0.8136
7 0.7785 0.7096 0.7219 0.7477 0.7621
8 0.7775 0.7097 0.7262 0.7399 0.7671
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Table 13
Classification results of data pre-processing methods for English review datasets using

J48 classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen
No. reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews

1 0.6818 0.6298 0.6627 0.6719 0.7071

2 0.6754 0.6343 0.6717 0.6726 0.7070

3 0.6419 0.5925 0.6326 0.6213 0.6493

4 0.6410 0.6036 0.6255 0.6276 0.6486

5 0.6784 0.6393 0.6789 0.6828 0.7107
6 0.6769 0.6407 0.6821 0.6750 0.7093

7 0.6494 0.6135 0.6186 0.6198 0.6571

8 0.6499 0.5948 0.6149 0.6212 0.6449

To summarize, we see some similarities between the Turkish and English reviews
in that we should keep the punctual patterns and stop words and not perform stem-
ming for the data pre-processing, leading us to use the same setting as the baselines
for further study. In addition, NBM seems to be the most suitable classifier for sen-
timent analysis since sentiment-expressing words tend to have low frequencies within
a document yet relatively high frequencies across different documents.

Moreover, SVM can also perform well for some English review datasets, while
NBM looks like the dominant classifier for the Turkish reviews. Finally, the perfor-
mance results for the English reviews are generally higher than those for the Turkish
reviews, possibly related to the differences between the two languages in terms of
vocabularies, writing styles, and the agglutinative property of the Turkish language.

4.2. Performance of feature selection

We use pre-processing Combination 6, which does not apply stemming yet does in-
clude stop words and punctuation marks; then, we apply our feature-selection method
on both the Turkish and English review datasets to see which stop words and punctu-
ation marks are selected. As our method computes a ranking score for each feature,
we select six feature sizes of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000, since we also
observed in our previous studies that feature sizes up to 3000 tend to give good clas-
sification performance. We pick the top-ranked features of a desirable size n based
on the computed scores, and they are run against three classifiers (NBM, SVM, and
J48) for each review dataset. As NBM is the best classifier for the Turkish datasets
and is also the best classifier in most of the cases of the English datasets, we present
only the results for NBM in Tables 14 and 15 to save space.

As can be easily seen in Tables 14 and 15, applying feature selection improves the
classification accuracy of NBM by removing irrelevant or noisy features (as observed
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in [21]). Similar trends can also be observed for the SVM and J48 classifiers; however,
these results are not presented here to save space.

Table 14
Classification results of feature-selection method for Turkish datasets using NBM classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen
reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews

500 0.8502 0.8996 0.8735 0.8658 0.8518

1000 0.8757 0.9113 0.8982 0.8704 0.8790
1500 0.8944 0.9150 0.9136 0.8996 0.8765

2000 0.9046 0.8992 0.9050 0.8968 0.8721

2500 0.9082 0.8913 0.8956 0.8894 0.8595

3000 0.9112 0.8776 0.8819 0.8806 0.8365

All features 0.8248 0.8317 0.7957 0.8155 0.7762

Table 15
Classification results of feature-selection method for English datasets using NBM classifier

Movie Book DVD Electronics Kitchen
reviews reviews reviews reviews reviews

500 0.6980 0.7952 0.8191 0.8223 0.8580

1000 0.8219 0.8552 0.8773 0.8718 0.9090

1500 0.8967 0.8902 0.8845 0.8724 0.9084

2000 0.9134 0.8873 0.9111 0.8878 0.9106
2500 0.9410 0.8901 0.9169 0.8877 0.9099

3000 0.9355 0.9162 0.9155 0.8812 0.9026

All features 0.8129 0.7619 0.7836 0.7629 0.8099

In Table 16, we list the numbers of stop words and punctuation marks chosen by
the QER feature-selection method for the best feature sizes of the Turkish and English
review datasets. As shown in Table 16, only one or (at most) two punctuation patterns
and fewer than 10% of the stop words are selected by the feature-selection algorithm.
Therefore, we can conclude that not all stop words and punctuation patterns are
helpful.

In Table 17, we list the most selected stop words and punctuation patterns for
all of the Turkish and English datasets, which may be helpful to other researchers
in their future studies. As can be seen in Table 17, the most valuable stop words
and punctuation patterns are different for the different languages, which shows that
language-specific pre-processing methods should be applied for sentiment analysis.
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Table 16
Number of stop words (SW) and punctuation (PN) patterns chosen for datasets

No. of No. of Total no. of No. of Total no. of
features SW SW PN patterns PN patterns
selected selected selected

Movies(TR) 3000 24 248 1 13
Movies(EN) 2500 11 474 0 6
Books(TR) 1500 49 219 0 11
Books(EN) 3000 26 414 1 11
DVDs(TR) 1500 29 228 0 9
DVDs(EN) 2500 21 409 1 11
Electronics(TR) 1500 19 213 1 10
Electronics(EN) 2000 45 399 1 12
Kitchen(TR) 1000 13 205 2 11
Kitchen(EN) 2000 35 351 0 10

Table 17
Selected stop words and punctuation patterns for English and Turkish Electronics datasets

Turkish English
asla, birkez, birşeyi (mr, mostly, further, ours,
bize, diğeri, elbette, former, click, seven,
gene, herkesin, karşın, whoever, latter, beforehand,

Stop words kendisi, kimisi, mi, mu, therefore, thirty, wherever,
neden, nedir, on, onlara, ten, caption, moreover, overall,

onlarda, tamam onto, sixty, hence, thru, besides,
thereafter, million

Punctuation marks ? =) =)) =)))

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the impacts of data pre-processing on the sentiment analy-
sis of Turkish and English reviews and showed the similarities and differences between
an agglutinative language and English. For data pre-processing, we tried different
combinations of punctuation patterns, stop words, and stemming. All of these meth-
ods are tested against ten datasets of Turkish and English reviews, using common text
classifiers that included Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM), Support Vector Machines
(SVM), and Decision Trees (J48). Our results show that, for data pre-processing, it is
important to keep punctuation patterns and stop words as features and not perform
stemming for both Turkish and English reviews. This is because certain punctuation
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patterns, stop words, and non-stemmed words can carry sentiment meanings in some
datasets, and removing them can negatively affect the performance of sentiment anal-
ysis. Accordingly, we decide to keep all of the original words as features and leave
it to feature selection to cut down the number of irrelevant features for possible im-
provements in classification. For all of the Turkish review datasets and some of the
English review datasets in our experiments, the best results were all obtained with
the NBM classifier. SVM performs best for some English review datasets, while NBM
looks like the dominant classifier for the Turkish reviews.

We also observe that the performance results for English reviews are generally
higher than those for Turkish reviews, possibly related to the differences between the
two languages in terms of vocabularies, writing styles, and the agglutinative property
of the Turkish language.

Recently, deep-learning models have been applied to sentiment analysis with
significantly improved results [17]. In particular, the words are represented with real-
numbered vectors so that related words will have closer distance values, allowing us to
model many kinds of word relationships such as morphology, agglutinations, punctu-
ations, and even meanings [8]. How such relationships can be explicitly distinguished
and applied to feature selection would be interesting to explore, as the results may
help us improve the performance of classical machine learning methods and achieve
better comparisons with deep-learning models.
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